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Summary
An Illumina Infinium array comprising 5306 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers was

used to genotype 175 individuals of a doubled haploid population derived from a cross between

Skipton and Ag-Spectrum, two Australian cultivars of rapeseed (Brassica napus L.). A genetic

linkage map based on 613 SNP and 228 non-SNP (DArT, SSR, SRAP and candidate gene markers)

covering 2514.8 cM was constructed and further utilized to identify loci associated with

flowering time and resistance to blackleg, a disease caused by the fungus Leptosphaeria

maculans. Comparison between genetic map positions of SNP markers and the sequenced

Brassica rapa (A) and Brassica oleracea (C) genome scaffolds showed several genomic

rearrangements in the B. napus genome. A major locus controlling resistance to L. maculans

was identified at both seedling and adult plant stages on chromosome A07. QTL analyses

revealed that up to 40.2% of genetic variation for flowering time was accounted for by loci

having quantitative effects. Comparative mapping showed Arabidopsis and Brassica flowering

genes such as Phytochrome A/D, Flowering Locus C and agamous-Like MADS box gene AGL1

map within marker intervals associated with flowering time in a DH population from Skipton/Ag-

Spectrum. Genomic regions associated with flowering time and resistance to L. maculans had

several SNP markers mapped within 10 cM. Our results suggest that SNP markers will be suitable

for various applications such as trait introgression, comparative mapping and high-resolution

mapping of loci in B. napus.

Introduction

Rapeseed, Brassica napus L., (2n = 49 = 36, genome AACC) is

grown mainly for the production of edible oil for human

consumption and is the most important member of the

Brassicaceae family, which consists of more than 3350 species.

It originated as a result of interspecific hybridization between

Brassica rapa (AA genome, 2n = 29 = 20) and Brassica olera-

cea (CC genome, 2n = 29 = 18). Recently, the genomes of

B. rapa and B. oleracea have been sequenced and annotated

(Wang et al., 2011b, http://www.ocri-genomics.org/bolbase).

Recent innovations in genome sequencing technologies and

bioinformatics have made it possible to exploit molecular

markers based on the variation in gene sequences. As a result,

single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) and insertion/deletion

(InDEL) markers have been developed in various organisms,

including B. napus (Ganal et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2012; Trick

et al., 2009). SNPs are currently being recognized as the

markers of choice for genetic diversity analysis, genome-wide

association studies and genomic selection due to their abun-

dance in the genome (every 44–75 bp), high rate of polymor-

phism and their suitability in assaying several thousand markers

in parallel on automated platforms (Ganal et al., 2012; Gore

et al., 2009). Second-generation, high-throughput sequencing

technologies, which are available on platforms provided by a

number of companies such as Illumina, have been employed for

genome sequencing in various crops including Brassicas (Ban-

croft et al., 2011; Michael and Alba, 2012; Trick et al., 2009;

Wang et al., 2011b) and can be employed in the discovery of

SNPs. Recently, several SNP markers have been identified in

B. napus (Bus et al., 2013; Delourme et al., 2013; Durstewitz

et al., 2010; Tollenaere et al., 2012; Trick et al., 2009) and

further assayed for polymorphisms on various high-throughput

platforms such as GoldenGate, Infinium and second-generation

sequencing, permitting rapid scoring of several thousand

markers in parallel (Ganal et al., 2012). Dalton-Morgan et al.

(2014) developed an Infinium array comprising 5306 SNP

markers (designated as the 6K_Evie B. napus chip) from

B. napus short read sequence data. However, its utility in

high-density map construction and identification of qualitative

and quantitative trait loci in B. napus using genome-wide

linkage analysis has yet to be explored.

Two Australian B. napus cultivars, Skipton (S) and Ag-

Spectrum (AS), exhibit genetic variation for flowering time,

carbon isotope discrimination, water-soluble carbohydrate

content and resistance to the fungal pathogen

Leptosphaeria maculans, causative agent of blackleg disease

(Luckett et al., 2011; Raman et al., 2012b, 2013b). A doubled

haploid (DH) population derived from these cultivars (designated

as SASDH) was mapped with SSR, SCAR and Diversity Arrays

Technology (DArT) markers and further utilized to identify loci

associated with flowering time and resistance to L. maculans
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(Raman et al., 2012b, 2013b). Identification of SNP markers

associated with quantitative trait loci (QTL) regions for traits of

agronomic importance will be useful to B. napus improvement

programmes and basic research.

This paper reports the (i) construction of an integrated genetic

linkage map based upon newly developed SNP markers together

with the existing SSR, SCAR, DArT and candidate gene-based

markers that were used previously to generate a linkage map

utilizing a B. napus DH population from Skipton/Ag-Spectrum

(Raman et al., 2012b), (ii) comparison of positions of markers

between the genetic linkage map of B. napus and the physical

maps of the reference B. rapa and B. oleracea genomes and (iii)

identification of loci associated with flowering time and resistance

to L. maculans isolate 04MGPP021.

Results

Polymorphism of SNP markers

Of the 5306 SNP markers on the Infinium array, 48.1% (2548)

were polymorphic between the parents of the mapping popula-

tion, Skipton and Ag-Spectrum. All 2548 polymorphic SNP

markers showed segregation within the SASDH population;

however, several markers showed cosegregation (Table S1).

Severe marker segregation distortion occurred irrespective of

the marker systems (SNP vs non-SNP) as indicated in Table S2. Of

the 2548 polymorphic SNP markers, only 613 SNPs (24.1%)

showed a normal segregation 1(Skipton alleles):1(Ag-Spectrum

alleles) at each marker locus in the SASDH population (Table 1).

Construction of integrated linkage map

All 2548 polymorphic SNP marker loci that had high-quality data

(<5% missing data) were merged with the non-SNP marker data

(795 SSR, DArT, SCAR and candidate gene-based markers) that

were used for mapping in the SASDH population in a previous

study (Raman et al., 2013a). A summary of the map size, number

of markers and marker density is shown in Tables 1 and S4. In

polyploid species such as B. napus, molecular markers can

amplify both intra- and interchromosomal homoalleles. In this

study, at least 1447 markers could be mapped onto the genomic

regions of the SASDH population (Table S3). However, only 841

single locus markers [1(Skipton): 1(Ag-spectrum) allele] were

incorporated in an integrated linkage map (Tables 1 and S4,

Figure S1). The allele frequencies were 49.9% (Skipton) and

50.1% (Ag-Spectrum). The resulting genetic linkage map con-

tained 613 SNP and 228 non-SNP markers. In total, 25 linkage

groups were identified which represented 18 chromosomes

Table 1 Characteristics of the SASDH linkage map based on single locus single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) and non-SNP markers

Linkage

group

Non-SNP

markers

(No.)

SNP

markers

(No.)

SNP

markers

(%)

Total

markers (No.)/

Linkage group

Map length (cM)/

Linkage group

Average SNP

marker

density/cM

Average marker

density/linkage

group

Average distance

between markers

(cM)

A01 35 14 28.57 49 169.70 0.08 0.29 3.46

A02 3 48 94.12 51 137.20 0.35 0.37 2.69

A03-I 6 23 79.31 29 79.40 0.29 0.37 2.74

A03-II 1 14 93.33 15 19.20 0.73 0.78 1.28

A03-III 9 5 35.71 14 22.20 0.23 0.63 1.59

A04 20 63 75.90 83 158.10 0.40 0.52 1.90

A05 15 36 70.59 51 102.00 0.35 0.50 2.00

A06 28 44 61.11 72 170.40 0.26 0.42 2.37

A07 12 34 73.91 46 147.10 0.23 0.31 3.20

A08-I 8 16 66.67 24 42.10 0.38 0.57 1.75

A08-II 2 11 84.62 13 47.60 0.23 0.27 3.66

A09-I 7 24 77.42 31 102.00 0.24 0.30 3.29

A09-II 5 16 76.19 21 21.10 0.76 1.00 1.00

A10 8 17 68.00 25 115.70 0.15 0.22 4.63

C01-I 6 36 85.71 42 161.50 0.22 0.26 3.85

C01-II 3 3 50.00 6 6.90 0.43 0.87 1.15

C03-I 5 24 82.76 29 118.60 0.20 0.24 4.09

C03-II 2 4 66.67 6 48.20 0.08 0.12 8.03

C04 3 34 91.89 37 149.10 0.23 0.25 4.03

C05 11 26 70.27 37 108.19 0.24 0.34 2.92

C06 21 38 64.41 59 302.00 0.13 0.20 5.12

C07 4 4 50.00 8 34.60 0.12 0.23 4.33

C08-I 8 49 85.96 57 143.70 0.34 0.40 2.52

C08-II 2 17 89.47 19 25.60 0.66 0.74 1.35

C09 4 13 76.47 17 82.60 0.16 0.21 4.86

Total length

(A genome)

159 365 69.66 524 1333.80 0.27 0.47 2.54

Total length

(C genome)

69 248 78.23 317 1180.99 0.21 0.35 3.72

Total length

(AC genomes)

228 613 72.89 841 2514.79 0.24 0.42 2.97
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covering 2514.8 cM, with an average interval distance of 3.0 cM/

marker. Additional linkage groups were mainly formed due to the

loose or no linkage of normal segregating markers. All linkage

groups contained SNP markers. None of the markers were

mapped onto the linkage map of chromosome C02, as all of the

markers (94) which were mapped on the physical reference

genome of C genome (Table S3a) showed significant marker

allele distortion in the SASDH population (Tables S2 and S6). SNP

markers were found to be generally well distributed throughout

the B. napus genome; however, their distribution (0.08 marker/

cM to 0.76 marker/cM) varied along the linkage groups. The A

genome comprised more markers (524) as compared to the C

genome (317), with an average distance between markers of

2.5 cM in the A genome and 3.7 cM in the C genome,

respectively (Table 1). The number of markers mapped in an

individual linkage group ranged from 6 (C01-II and C03-II) to 83

(A04).

Identification of a major QTL for race-specific resistance
to L. maculans

The broad-sense heritability estimate for resistance to the

L. maculans isolate was high (84.2%–93.1%) at both seedling

(cotyledon infection) and adult plant (internal infection) stages

(Table 2). Whole-genome average interval mapping (WGAIM;

Verbyla et al., 2007) identified a major locus, QRlm(s).wwai-A7,

on chromosome A7 that showed significant (LOD = 73.3) asso-

ciation with resistance to isolate 04MGPS021, scored at the

cotyledon stage. This QTL was localized within marker interval

XuqBn2527–XuqBn2528 and accounted for 73.9% of genotypic

variation (Table 3). This marker interval also showed significant

association (LOD = 34.1) with resistance to L. maculans at the

adult plant stage and accounted for up to 69.2% of genetic

variation (Table 3). By mendelizing quantitative disease scores as

a qualitative trait, the QRlm(s).wwai-A7 was mapped as a single

major locus Rlm4 on chromosome A07. However, the SASDH

population exhibited significant distortion in segregation for

resistance and susceptibility to L. maculans isolate 04MGPS021

(v2 = 8.5, P = 0.003). Rlm4 locus was flanked by XuqBn2776 and

Xcb10278a markers. The order of markers around the Rlm4 locus

was determined as (cM): Xcb10278a (7.9 � 2.4) – Rlm4

(16.0 � 3.4) – XuqBn2476 (Figure 1). A number of SNP markers,

which showed segregation distortion for a single locus, such as

XuqBn0086, XuqBn0166, XuqBn2509, XuqBn2510 and

XuqBn5045, showed a complete linkage with the Rlm4 locus in

the SASDH population (Figure S3). Identity of the Rlm4 gene was

based on differential reaction of parental lines with a set of

L. maculans isolates as reported previously (Raman et al., 2012b;

Zander et al., 2013).

Identification of QTL for flowering time under field
conditions

To understand genetic control underlying flowering time, the

inheritance of flowering time and response to vernalization was

studied. For flowering time, heritability estimates were higher and

coefficients of variation estimates were lower under field condi-

tions as compared to glasshouse conditions (Table 2). To locate

loci controlling flowering time attributes, the data from the DH

lines of the SASDH population were analysed. Under 2008 and

2009 field trials, five QTL were identified for first flowering: on

chromosomes A3, A4 and C4 (Table 4; Figure 1). The most

significant QTL for first flowering, Qdtf(f).wwai-C4, with a LOD

score of 10.51 was located on chromosome C4 between SNP

marker loci XuqBn3818 and XuqBn3817 (Table 4). At least six

QTL on chromosomes A3, A4, C3 and C4 were identified

consistently under first, mid- and full flowering stages and had

the same parental allelic effect (Table 4, Figure 1). A 12.8 cM

genomic region on chromosome A3 delimited with markers

Xbrms330 and XuqBn0203 harboured six QTL for flowering time

at first-, mid- and full flowering stages (Figure 1).

Identification of QTL for flowering time under
glasshouse conditions

Under nonvernalization glasshouse conditions, three QTL on

chromosomes A3 and C1 were associated with first flowering

time (Table 5, Figure 1). These QTL had LOD scores of 2.26–2.90
and accounted for 8.6%–10.2% of genotypic variation. The

Skipton allele at Qff(g).wwai-A3 decreased the flowering time by

5.9 days, whereas Ag-Spectrum alleles at other QTL increased the

flowering time. Under vernalization conditions, no QTL which had

a LOD score > 2 were detected; two QTL, Qff(g).wwai-A3

(delimited with XuqBn-1788/XuqBn5585, LOD = 1.72,

R2 = 7.4%) and Qff(g).wwai-C01 (delimited with XuqBn0918/

XuqBn3827, LOD = 1.76, R2 = 7.7%), were detected. For both

these QTL, Ag-Spectrum alleles decreased the flowering time (by

2.4–2.5 days) in the SASDH population. The Qff(g).wwai-C01

was located at the same marker interval where Qff(g). wwai-C1

Table 2 Broad sense heritability (h2) and

coefficient of variance for resistance to

L. maculans and for flowering time in a

doubled haploid (DH) population derived from

Skipton/Ag-Spectrum

Environment Trait

Plant development

stage

DH lines

phenotyped h2
Coefficient

of variation

Shade house Resistance to L. maculans

isolate 04MGPS021

Seedling 162 93.1 23.7

Physiological

maturity

162 84.2 84.1

Field (2008) Flowering time First flowering 160 89.1 1.0

Field (2009) First flowering 160 82.9 1.7

Mid flowering 160 78.8 2.0

Full flowering 160 67.7 3.2

Glasshouse Days to flower

(Nonvernalization)

First flowering 186 71.8 17.6

Days to flower

(Vernalization)

First flowering 186 66.7 25.2

Response to

vernalization (days)

First flowering 186 59.7 29.0
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was detected under nonvernalization, suggesting that this QTL is

not specific to flowering time under vernalization requirement

(Table 5).

To determine loci involved in response to vernalization,

difference in days between the time of first flowering under

nonvernalization conditions and vernalization conditions was

calculated. No significant QTL were identified.

Physical mapping of SNP loci on A and C genomes

To locate each of the SNP markers mapped in the SASDH

population on the reference (physical) maps of B. rapa and

B. oleracea genomes, a BLASTn search was conducted. We used

the sequence of the 50-mer probes provided by Illumina to

compare colinearity between the linkage (SNP marker) map of the

SASDH population based on meiotic recombinations and the

physical maps. In previous studies, we already compared colin-

earity between non-SNP markers and the coordinates of A and C

genomes (Raman et al., 2013a,b). Using the outlined approach,

most of the markers were aligned only with a single reference

scaffold. In some cases, a single marker was located on the

different scaffolds (Table S5). Due to homoeology between the A

and C genomes of B. napus, some SNP markers were mapped on

both genome scaffolds; therefore, their precise chromosomal

specificities were not determined. For example, several markers

on homoeologous chromosomes (A07/C06) showed sequence

identities with both A and C genomic sequences (Table S5, Figure

S2). The marker order along some of the genetic regions of

SASDH map was collinear with the physical maps of chromo-

somes A1, A3, A5, C1, C4, C7 and C8 (Figure S3). For example,

markers which were mapped in the vicinity of the QTL for

flowering time on chromosome A03 exhibited colinearity with the

B. rapa physical scaffold (Table S6). However, some regions on

chromosome A2, A6, A7, A9, A10, C6 and C9 were noncollinear

with the reference maps (Table S5, Figure S3).

Physical mapping of molecular markers in B. napus showed

that the genetic distance estimated on the basis of recombination

between markers does not correspond to their physical distance

on the B. rapa and B. oleracea genomes. For example, several

SNP markers that showed cosegregation with the Rlm4 locus

were not physically mapped at the same locus on the B. rapa

genome but were mapped within a region spanning 293 kb

(Figure S4). Several SNP markers that showed linkage with other

markers on A07 also showed sequence alignments with chro-

mosome C6, suggesting a combination of homologies between

both chromosomes and reciprocal translocation (Table S5, Figure

S5).

Involvement of potential candidate genes in QTL
genomic regions

To identify potential candidate genes between marker intervals

flanking the QTL involved in flowering time, we aligned the

sequences of genes involved in flowering time in Brassica and

Arabidopsis against the reference B. rapa and B. oleracea

genomes. Several flowering genes were mapped within marker

intervals associated with flowering time in the reference A and C

genomes (Table S6). These marker intervals span a physical region

from 0.69 kbp to 11.6 Mbp. The QTL Qrv(g).wwai-C5 delimited

with a DArT marker XbrPb-663421 (Raman et al., 2013a) was

located within 690 bp from Phytochrome A, a photoreceptor

gene which modulates seedling growth and flowering time in

Arabidopsis (Balasubramanian et al., 2006).

The BnFLC.A3 gene, a homologue of the FLC gene involved in

vernalization requirement in Arabidopsis and Brassica species

(Hou et al., 2012; Raman et al., 2013a; Tadege et al., 2001; Zou

et al., 2012), was located within the Qdtf(f).wwai-A3/Qdtf

(f).wwai-A3 (BnFLC-A3/XbrPb-659233). This region was mapped

approximately 43 Kbp from a DArT marker XbrPb-660648

associated with variation for flowering time in the vicinity of

Qdtf(fu).wwai-A3 (Table 4). Besides a SNP marker XuqBn-4004

associated with genomic region, Qdtf(fu).wwai-C4 was also

located within 23.2 Kbp of the region harbouring agamous-like

MADS-box gene, AGL1 on chromosome C4. This QTL was

detected under both 2008 and 2009 field trials (Table 4).

Discussion

Construction of genetic linkage map

In this study, we mapped 613 single locus SNP markers and

constructed an integrated genetic linkage map covering

2514.8 cM of the SASDH population. The map length of the

SASDH linkage map is comparable with the previous maps of

B. napus which ranged from 2250 to 2672 cM (Delourme et al.,

2013; Raman et al., 2012b). A major advantage of SNP markers is

the feasibility of genotyping several thousands of markers rapidly

as compared to SSR and other PCR-based markers and consis-

tency of alignment of genetic linkage and physical maps of

B. rapa and B. oleracea. This map is comprised exclusively of

single locus markers as compared to previous maps (Raman et al.,

2012b, 2013a,b) and therefore would be useful in B. napus

breeding and genomics research. However, in this SASDH

population when digenic markers segregating into 3 : 1 allelic

ratios were incorporated, an integrated map based on 1170 SNP

and 436 non-SNP (DArT, SSR, SRAP and candidate gene markers)

was constructed covering ~5231 cM (Table S3). This map was

much larger (2.39) than previous maps (Raman et al., 2012a,

2013b) and the presented map based on monogenic (single

locus) markers (Table 1, Table S4). This discrepancy was due to

the presence of distorted markers which are known to affect

recombination frequency between markers and skew the genetic

distances between markers (Tables S3 & S4, Figure S5). Several

reasons for segregation distortion have been proposed such as

selection of gametophytes or sporophytes, chromosomal rear-

Table 3 Significant quantitative trait loci associated with blackleg resistance identified from a doubled haploid population derived from Skipton/

Ag-Spectrum, grown under shade house conditions. Flanking markers that show the maximum LOD scores, percentage of genotypic variation (r2)

explained and additive effect (parental allele that showed an increased effect). Allele size refers to cotyledon lesion size and per cent infection

Isolate Plant development stage Locus Flanking markers

LOD

score

Genetic

variance (r2)%

Additive

effect Size

04MGPS021

(AvrLm4)

Seedling (cotyledon test) QRlm(s).wwai-A7 XuqBn2527/XuqBn2528 73.3 73.9 Skipton 2.6

Adult plant (internal infection) QRlm(ii).wwai-A7 XuBn2528/XuqBn2476 34.1 69.2 Skipton 29.5
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rangements which affect synapses in meiosis, genetic interaction

among loci, nonhomologous recombination, gene conversation

and/or transposition and cultural conditions for DH production

(Alheit et al., 2011; Foisset et al., 1996).

Among the 5306 SNP markers, a large proportion of markers

(64.2%) were unique and only 138 were found to be redundant

based upon their physical map positions on the A and C

genomes. Comparison between the genetic linkage map of

B. napus and the physical maps of B. rapa and B. oleracea

showed that SNP marker order along some of the genetic regions

of the SASDH map was noncollinear. This may have occurred due

to the presence of paralogues, genotyping errors, miss-anchored

scaffolds in the published reference B. rapa assembly and

chromosomal rearrangements in the B. napus genome that may

XuqBn55850.0
XuqBn17881.7
XbrPb-660869
XbrPb-6581574.1

XuqBn17874.9
Xbrms3308.5
XbrPb-660648
BnFLC-A3a-2329.9

XbrPb-65923310.3
XbrPb-66197211.6
XbrPb-66211314.9
Xna10-g1019.4
XuqBn020321.3
XuqBn000822.2

A03-III

XbrPb-8095830.0
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A04
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XuqBn225565.1
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XuqBn224776.5
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XuqBn001865.2
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XuqBn254391.9
XuqBn003393.8
XuqBn253895.6
XuqBn253796.3
XuqBn2534100.1
Xcb10278a103.9
XuqBn2527105.8
XuqBn2528106.6

XuqBn2476128.7
XuqBn1323132.9
XuqBn5525133.9
XuqBn1318134.9
XuqBn2465143.6
XuqBn5173145.0
XuqBn2464145.7
Xbrms005b147.1

A07

Xbrms006b0.0

Xpbcessrju322.0
XuqBn013523.4
XuqBn260624.8
XuqBn260526.7
XuqBn261029.7
XuqBn569431.2
XuqBn546136.7
XuqBn261439.4
XuqBn2629
XuqBn262646.2

XuqBn5048
XuqBn262847.6

A08-II

XuqBn09180.0
XuqBn3827
XuqBn38280.7

XuqBn48911.4

XuqBn383619.4
XuqBn383721.7
XuqBn383522.0
XbrPb-80994735.7
XuqBn316848.9
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Figure 1 Integrated linkage map of Brassica napus showing quantitative trait loci (QTLs) associated with flowering time and resistance to Leptosphaeria

maculans in the SASDH population. The loci that showed significant association with target traits are indicated in bold. Vertical bars at right represent the

significantly associated QTLs.
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have occurred during its evolution from the diploid progenitor

species (Nicolas et al., 2012; Parkin et al., 2003; Scheffer et al.,

1997; Sharpe et al., 1995; Zou et al., 2012). Physical mapping

also allowed validation of chromosomal location of molecular

markers in the linkage map of SASDH. For example, distal portion

of linkage group C5 (Raman et al., 2013a) actually represents

chromosome C4, as the majority of SNP markers showed the best

‘hits’ with genomic sequences of chromosome 4 of B. oleracea

(Table S6).

QTL identification

The SASDH linkage map based on genome-wide 613 SNP and

228 non-SNP markers (Table 1) enabled us to identify both

qualitative and quantitative trait loci and closely linked markers

associated with flowering time and resistance to an L. maculans

isolate. For example, a major locus Rlm4 (QRlm(s).wwai-A7/QRlm

(ii).wwai-A7), conferring resistance to L. maculans isolate

04MGPS021 at both cotyledon and adult plant stages, was

mapped on chromosome A7. The location of the Rlm4 locus was

consistent with previous studies (Raman et al., 2012b; Tollenaere

et al., 2012). In the present study, we identified a suite of SNP

markers (XuqBn0086, XuqBn0166, XuqBn2509, XuqBn2510 and

XuqBn5045) which showed complete linkage (cosegregation)

with the Rlm4 locus, suggesting these markers are suitable in

predicting the presence of the Rlm4 locus in Skipton-derived

breeding lines and for enrichment of favourable alleles for

resistance to L. maculans. However, when monogenic markers

were used for linkage analysis, the Rlm4 locus was mapped in the

marker interval: Xcb10278a (7.9 � 2.4) – Rlm4 (16.0 � 3.4) –
XuqBn2476 (Figure 1). This suggests that segregation distortion

was biological and not due to genotyping errors. High-resolution

mapping of the Rlm4 locus utilizing a large segregating mapping

Table 4 Significant quantitative trait loci (QTL) associated with components of flowering time identified in a doubled haploid population derived

from Skipton/Ag-Spectrum, grown under field conditions. Flanking markers that show the maximum LOD scores, percentage of genotypic

variation (r2) explained and additive effect (parental allele that showed an increased effect) and size of QTL effect (days). Only those QTL associated

with flowering time having a LOD score ≥ 2 are shown. QTL marked in bold were detected consistently in different experiments in this study. QTL

marked with symbol § were identified previously (Raman et al., 2013a)

Year

Flowering

stage QTL Chromosome Marker interval LOD Additive effect r2 (%)

Size

(days)

2008 First Qdtf(f).wwai-A3§ A3 BnFLC-A3a/XbrPb-659233 4.57 Ag-Spectrum 11.3 0.66

2009 First Qdtf(f).wwai-A3§ A3 Xna10-g10/XuqBn0203 7.77 Ag-Spectrum 17.7 1.04

2009 Mid Qdtf(m).wwai-A3§ A3 XbrPb-661972/XbrPb-662113 4.27 Skipton 40.2 �3.22

2009 Mid Qdtf(f).wwai-A3§ A3 Xna10-g10/XuqBn0203 3.34 Ag-Spectrum 13.1 1.84

2009 Mid Qdtf(m).wwai-A3§ A3 BnFLC-A3a/XbrPb-659233 3.01 Ag-Spectrum 24.5 2.51

2009 Full Qdtf(fu).wwai-A3§ A3 Xbrms330/XbrPb-660648 2.38 Ag-Spectrum 6.5 0.86

2008 Full Qdtf(fu).wwai-A4§ A4 XuqBn1820/XuqBn1817 2.16 Ag-Spectrum 7.0 0.49

2009 First Qdtf(f).wwai-A4§ A4 XuqBn1869/XuqBn5853 3.0 Ag-Spectrum 7.6 0.68

2009 Mid Qdtf(m).wwai-A4§ A4 XuqBn5378/XbrPb-662842 2.30 Ag-Spectrum 1.8 0.68

2009 Full Qdtf(fu).wwai-A4§ A4 XuqBn5378/XbrPb-662842 4.10 Ag-Spectrum 13.8 1.26

2008 Full Qdtf(fu).wwai-A6 A6 XuqBn3388/XbrPb-662605 2.30 Skipton 7.4 0.50

2009 Full Qdtf(fu).wwai-A8 A8 Xbrms006b/Xpbcessrju3 2.90 Skipton 9.2 1.02

2009 Mid Qdtf(m).wwai-C1 C1 XuqBn0002/Xcb10369 2.19 Skipton 1.6 �0.64

2009 Full Qdtf(fu).wwai-C1 C1 XuqBn0457/XuqBn3341 2.32 Skipton 7.2 �0.90

2009 Mid Qdtf(m).wwai C3§ C3 Xem1-bg62-364/XuqBn5846 3.11 Ag-Spectrum 2.4 0.78

2009 Full Qdtf(m).wwai C3§ C3 Xem1-bg62-364/XuqBn5846 3.00 Ag-Spectrum 10.5 1.10

2008 First Qdtf(f).wwai-C4 C4 XuqBn3818/XuqBn3817 10.51 Skipton 29.6 �1.07

2008 Full Qdtf(fu).wwai-C4 C4 XuqBn0486/XuqBn4004 12.09 Skipton 37.9 �1.15

2009 First Qdtf(f).wwai-C4 C4 XuqBn0801/XuqBn0747 9.9 Skipton 25 �1.24

2009 Mid Qdtf(m).wwai-C4 C4 XuqBn0801/XuqBn0747 7.98 Skipton 6.1 �1.25

2009 Full Qdtf(fu).wwai-C4 C4 XuqBn4004/XuqBn0756 6.03 Skipton 20.8 �1.54

Table 5 Significant quantitative trait loci (QTL) associated with the component of flowering time identified in a doubled haploid population

derived from Skipton/Ag-Spectrum, grown under glasshouse conditions. Flanking markers that show the maximum LOD scores, additive effect

refers to parental allele that showed an increased effect, percentage of genotypic variation (r2) explained and size of QTL effect (days). The QTL

associated with flowering time having LOD score ≥ 2 are only shown

Treatment QTL Chromosome Marker interval LOD Additive effect r2 (%)

Size

(days)

Control

(nonvernalization)

Qff(g).wwai-A03 A3 XuqBn0203/XuqBn0008 2.54 Ag-Spectrum 8.6 5.9

Qff(g).wwai-C1 C1 XuqBn0918/XuqBn3827 2.90 Ag-Spectrum 10.2 6.4

Qff(g).wwai-C1 C1 XuqBn0060/XuqBn0155 2.26 Skipton 8.7 �5.89
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population is still required to investigate the precise meiotic

recombination events between parental lines and to identify a

causal resistance gene-based ‘diagnostic’ marker for robust

marker-assisted selection.

The majority of consistent QTL associated with flowering time

under field and glasshouse conditions and their allelic effects are

similar to those described previously (Raman et al., 2013a).

However, some discrepancies regarding the chromosomal posi-

tions of markers, location of QTL for flowering time and their

relative distance were observed in this study. For example, Qdtf

(f/s).wwai-A2a, Qdtf(f/s).wwai-A2b, Qdtf(f/s).wwai-A2c, Qdtf

(f).wwai-A2, Qrv(g).wwai-A7, Qdtf(g).wwai-C2b, Qdtf(g).wwai-

C6, Qdtf(g).wwai-C8, which were detected in a previous study

(Raman et al., 2013a), were not identified in this study. These

discrepancies were due to different parameters (including usage

of single locus markers) used for map construction as described

previously in the methods section. Additional QTL for flowering

time on chromosomes A8 and C1 were also detected in this

study (Figure 1). We estimated small to moderate allelic effects

(�0.5 to 6.4 days) for most of the flowering time putative QTL.

Long et al. (2007) reported several QTL having small allelic

effects except on chromosome A10 (BnFLC.A10) for flowering

time in a DH population from Tapidor/Ningyou7. Some QTL for

different flowering stages were not consistent which may be due

to the interaction of several individual QTL or genes that regulate

flowering time in the Brassicaceae. Flowering time is a multi-

genic trait in B. napus and controlled by several individual

quantitative locus/gene (QTL) which have often small genetic

effects (Ferreira et al., 1995; Long et al., 2007; Raman et al.,

2013a; Zou et al., 2012). Some QTL, such as Qdtf(m/fu).wwai-

A3, Qdtf(f/fu).wwai-A4, Qdtf(fu).wwai-A6, Qdtf(fu).wwai-A8,

Qdtf(m/fu).wwai-C1 and Qdtf(f).wwai-C4 (Table 4), were

expressed only in one environment. This may be due to

differences in prevailing growing environments during 2008

and 2009 (Raman et al., 2013a). Many flowering genes includ-

ing Flowering Time Locus C, FLOWERING TIME LOCUS T and

FRIGIDA also occur as several copies in both the diploid and

amphidiploid Brassica genomes, and their expression is depen-

dent upon the growing environment (Kole et al., 2001; Tadege

et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2009, 2011a; Zou et al., 2012). In

previous studies, several homologues of flowering time genes

have been associated with variation in flowering time in different

genotypes of Brassica species (Hou et al., 2012; Kim et al.,

2007; Okazaki et al., 2007; Raman et al., 2013a; Yuan et al.,

2009; Zhao et al., 2010). These results are consistent with our

data on comparative mapping (Table S7). Many flowering time

genes were localized within marker intervals associated with

flowering time attributes, suggesting that these genes may

underpin genetic variation for this trait. However, these genes

were localized within a few base pairs (690) to several Mbp from

the marker intervals (Tables 4, 5). High-resolution mapping of

the genomic regions utilizing a large mapping population and

the expression analyses of potential candidate gene identified in

this study are required to establish their candidacy in flowering

time variation in the SASDH population.

Conclusions

The SNP Infinium array proved to be suitable for high-density

genetic map construction and the dissection of genetic variation

associated with flowering time and resistance to L. maculans in

the SASDH population. This integrated map can be used to

compare other maps to identify candidate loci associated with

traits of agronomic importance. Availability of highly dense SNP

arrays would also allow the investigation of differential meiotic

recombination events (if any) along chromosomal arms. Recently,

a new Infinium array based on 60K SNP markers was developed

by the International SNP Consortium and Illumina. For flowering

time and resistance to L. maculans, at least 18 SNP markers

associated with 16 QTL were common between both the 6K (this

study) and 60 K SNP arrays. The sequences of common markers

are presented in Table S7. This information will provide research-

ers with a common platform to compare SNP markers and/or

their associations with traits of agronomic importance across

different mapping populations as well as association mapping

panels of B. napus.

Experimental procedures

Mapping population

A DH population, SASDH derived from a cross between Skipton

(S) and Ag-Spectrum (AS), consisting of 186 lines was used to

construct an integrated genetic linkage map and to locate loci

linked to resistance to L. maculans and flowering time compo-

nents [days to flower at three stages; first (5% flowering), mid

(50% flowering) and full (100% flowering) and response to

vernalization]. Due to shortage of seed, a subset of DH lines was

used for different phenotyping experiments as shown in

Table 2.

Phenotypic evaluation for resistance to Leptosphaeria
maculans isolate

Resistance to a single spore isolate 04MGPS021 of L. maculans

was tested at the cotyledon stage, and the same plants were

allowed to develop to maturity and then scored for resistance at

the adult plant stage by assessing internal infection of the crown

as described previously (Raman et al., 2012b). To position

quantitative disease scores as a Mendelian trait (resistance to

L. maculans isolate 04MGPS021) onto a genetic linkage map,

scores based on the cotyledon infection were classified into two

groups as described previously; seedlings with mean cotyledon

disease scores of ≤4 were considered as resistant and those of

scores of ≥4 or more as susceptible.

Phenotypic evaluation for variation in flowering time

Flowering time was evaluated over 2 years (2008 and 2009) under

field conditions at the Agricultural Institute research farm located

at Wagga Wagga, Australia. In 2008, the SASDH population was

evaluated for first flowering (5% flowering), and in year 2009, the

population was evaluated for flowering time at first (5%

flowering), mid (50% flowering) and full (100% flowering)

flowering stages. To measure response to vernalization, flowering

time of parental lines and the SASDH population was evaluated

under non-vernalization and vernalization conditions. Trial designs

of these experiments have been described previously (Raman

et al., 2013a). Plants within each row were counted and scored

when they reached a specific stage as described above. The data

for these flowering time components were used for QTL identi-

fication.

SNP genotyping

Total genomic DNA was isolated from young leaf tissue (500 mg)

using a standard phenol/chloroform method. Approximately

200 ng of DNA from each parental and DH line was genotyped
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using a B. napus custom array with 5306 SNPs as implemented in

the Infinium assay (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA). Details of the

array and Infinium assay are described elsewhere (Dalton-Morgan

et al., 2014). All the SNP markers in the map were prefixed as

UQBn’ where ‘UQ’ stands for the University of Queensland, ‘Bn’

Brassica napus and the numbers correspond to the SNP ID.

Detailed description of the SNP markers is given in Dalton-

Morgan et al. (2014).

Data scoring

Scanned image calls and their intensity data were imported in

Genome Studio version 1.7.4 (Illumina Inc.). Clustering for every

SNP was manually adjusted according to the sample set as

described previously (Dalton-Morgan et al., 2014). The markers

were scored as AA, as maternal (Skipton) allele and BB as paternal

(Ag-Spectrum) allele. Data that was ambiguous or missing were

indicated as ‘-’.

Genetic mapping

Recorded information for the 186 DH lines of the SASDH

population included was 5306 SNP markers (this study), 795 non-

SNP markers based on simple sequence repeat (SSR), diversity

arrays technology (DArT), sequence-related amplified polymor-

phisms (SRAP), candidate genes plus phenotypic data. A total of

3343 polymorphic markers comprising 2548 SNPs and 795 non-

SNPs were used for map construction. A linkage map was

constructed using the package R/qtl (Broman et al., 2003) in the

statistical computing software R (Team, 2012). The polymorphic

markers with >10% missing values were discarded. Eleven DH

lines that showed over 95% matching marker genotypes were

treated as clones and were removed. Thirteen markers (including

2 SNP markers) were discarded where <100 DH lines have been

genotyped. A total of 1222 markers had exactly the same

genotypic data as with other markers and hence labelled as

‘duplicate/redundant’ (Table S1). There were a large number of

markers which did not segregate in the expected 1 : 1 ratio for a

single locus. These 1178 ‘distorted’ markers were removed from

the construction of a linkage map (Table S2). Distortion was

tested with a v2 test where the p-value of a marker segregating

1:1 is <1%. The frequency distribution of DH lines was also

examined and found to be within acceptable limits (data not

shown). In the formation of linkage groups, two markers were

assigned to the same linkage group if they had a recombination

fraction (r) <0.2 and a minimum LOD score of 10 based on a test

of r = 0.5. Marker order on all linkage groups was visually

assessed using a heat map of pairwise recombination fractions

and LOD scores associated with a test of r = 0.5. The R/qtl

package function ripple was applied to all linkage groups to

determine whether marker order minimized the number of

obligate crossovers. Recombination frequencies were converted

to centiMorgan (cM) map distances using the Kosambi function

(Kosambi 1944).

Markers were assigned to all 19 linkage groups according to the

nomenclature of Parkin et al. (1995) as A01 to A10 and C01 to

C09. Linkage groups were assigned to their respective chromo-

somes by aligning them with previously published maps (Choi

et al., 2007; Lowe et al., 2004; Piquemal et al., 2005; Suwabe

et al., 2006, 2008). A total of 89 markers were mapped in small

linkage groups (<6 markers) and could not be assigned to any

known linkage group; these were removed from linkage map

construction andQTLanalysis.MapChart software (Voorrips, 2002)

was used for displaying the linkage groups (Table S4) graphically.

Physical mapping

Physical map positions were determined for all the SNP markers

used by comparing the sequence of the 50-mer probes provided

by Illumina against the reference B. rapa (Wang et al., 2011b)

and B. oleracea (http://brassicadb.org/brad/) genomes using

BLASTn (Lorenc et al., 2012). The sequences for flowering time

genes were aligned with the reference genomes as described

previously (Raman et al., 2013b).

QTL and statistical analysis

A phenotypic data model was developed for all traits of interest

using linear mixed model technology. The linear mixed model can

be formulated in such a way that it is analogous to ANOVA.

However, unlike ANOVA, the linear mixed model has the ability to

accommodate missing values in the response and explanatory

variables and can accommodate a wide range of variance models,

in particular spatial models. Spatial models are often applied to

data arising from agricultural experiments where the experimen-

tal design comprises experimental units arranged in a rectangular

grid (Stefanova et al., 2009). The phenotypic data model devel-

oped for each trait was used in the whole-genome average

interval mapping (WGAIM) approach to identify QTL associated

with resistance to L. maculans and flowering time (Verbyla et al.,

2007). Broad-sense heritability values for phenotypic attributes of

DH lines which were used in different field/glasshouse experi-

ments were calculated as described previously (Raman et al.,

2013a). QTL were designated as described previously (Raman

et al., 2013a).
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